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Abstract— Cloud computing offers interesting characteristics for scientiﬁc parallel applications, which require high
performance computing (HPC). Most of these kinds of applications are implemented using Message Passing Interface
(MPI). The major drawback of MPI applications on cloud is
the loss of performance due to virtualized networks, affecting
the messages communication latency time. Current available
optimizations based on network topology information for
MPI applications are not suitable for cloud architectures.
This paper presents a Dynamic Application-Aware mechanism for MPI Communications Management (DA-MCM)
in cloud. DA-MCM improves the communications latency
time avoiding congested paths through the dynamic selection
of alternative paths; and helps users to detect mapping
and parallel implementation issues. An evaluation of the
proposed solution is carried out in public and private clouds.
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1. Introduction
Scientiﬁc parallel applications usually require a lot of
compute resources to resolve complex problems. To the
users of these applications, cloud offers convenient access
to a large amount of resources by renting the computing
power, instead of acquiring and maintaining physical clusters
[1]. Currently, there are several cloud providers that offer
characteristics such as the pay-as-you-go accounting, elastic
and ﬂexible resource provisioning, along with ubiquitous
computing and storage to fulﬁl different users’ customization
needs for their parallel application execution in cloud.
The migration of HPC parallel applications to cloud
environments comes with several advantages, but despite
considerable research efforts to improve application execution in this kind of environment [2], virtualization introduced
in cloud still affects its performance. Currently, many HPC
scientiﬁc parallel applications use Message Passing Interface
(MPI) standard protocol to perform their communications.
In cloud environments, latency of MPI communications
between nodes is increased, resulting in a severely degraded
system performance [3]. A key challenge of HPC in cloud

is to consider the lack of efﬁcient communication support in
virtualized networks [4].
HPC application communications are characterized by
intensive periods of message interchange, as opposed to a
randomly constant packet injection [5]. This bursty trafﬁc
can produce hot-spot situations, where some network resources are quite congested while others remains idle. An
efﬁcient distribution of the communications is an issue that
needs to be dealt with executing in cloud. The increase in the
application’s messages latency time in virtualized networks
and the bursty trafﬁc can not be afforded using traditional
optimization methods, like topology aware algorithms, due
to lack of information about the underlying layers. Furthermore, as a cloud virtualization system uses a dynamic
network ﬂow scheduling, even static topology information
is not sufﬁcient to represent the network [6].
In this paper, a Dynamic Application-Aware MPI Communication Management (DA-MCM) mechanism is presented.
It improves the communications latency time for MPI applications running in public and private clouds by the selection
of alternative paths in case of congestion. The mechanism
also presents a user mitigation process that helps users to
detect when an improvement in the application mapping or
parallelization can be made.
The selection of alternative paths is performed taking into
account network topology characterization, which obtains
information about the underlying network conﬁguration;
and by monitoring the application processes synchronization
along with its communication pattern. This information
allows the proposed mechanism to detect link usage of the
virtual network, differentiating when a network or process
synchronization problem occurs. The main goal is to achieve
a dynamic distribution of the application messages avoiding
congestions.
DA-MCM is transparent for user applications. It intercepts
the messages, then veriﬁes the link usage and processes synchronization in order to dynamically select a less congested
path for each sent message, using the updated topology
characterization information and based on communication
locality of MPI applications running in clouds. The evaluation of the technique is presented, using benchmarks and real
applications, in the Amazon EC2 public cloud environment
and in a private cloud built with OpenStack.
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This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a study of
MPI Communications in cloud is presented, then in Section
3, a description of the designed DA-MCM mechanism is
detailed. The experimental evaluation of the technique is
carried out in Section 4, along with a discussion of the
results. Finally, conclusions and future work are stated in
Section 5.

2. Cloud Communications Analysis
The mechanism presented is based on network topology
characterization and in the existence of communication
patterns during application execution. Both affect communication performance of parallel applications in cloud, due
to repetitive usage of the same links and the bursty trafﬁc
created. As network topology is hidden from the user’s
application, DA-MCM has to ﬁnd out which pair of virtual
instances that are used during the application execution can
communicate faster than others.

2.1 Network Characterization
A main procedure for the proposed mechanism is to
characterize the underlying network topology in order to
obtain alternative paths if congestions appear. A previous
analysis of virtual nodes interconnection performance is
made by executing the MPI Ping Pong application without
any disturbance from another application in order to evaluate
the distance between virtual nodes. This information is
useful for corroborating the existence of alternative paths.
A matrix of latency distances is created using the MPI
Ping Pong application’s message latency time. The matrix
is ﬁlled with the base latency time between virtual nodes.
For N virtual nodes, we need N 2 − 1 latency evaluations
of ping pong messages between them, in order to get all
pair-to-pair performances.

2.2 HPC Applications Communication Pattern
Recent studies about scientiﬁc parallel applications observe a repetitive behavior in HPC applications. This repetitive behavior is based on computing and communications
phases found during application execution [7]. When the
MPI processes of an application are launched, they perform
compute and communications following a strong periodic
pattern. Generally, the processes communicate in a nonuniform way, causing an imbalance of link usage. This
problem decreases available bandwidth between nodes and
generates performance degradation of MPI applications [8].
The MPI communication locality behavior is represented
by fundamental phases of communication during the application execution (e.g. a set of source / destination pairs
of communications). An example of this assumption occurs
with the NAS CG benchmark. It has relevant phases that
contains communication between nodes, which conform to
a pattern, as depicted in Fig. 2. The repetitive behavior of
these phases represents a signiﬁcant time of the application
execution. Any congestion that affects the communications
within the application phases can importantly disturb the
application execution time.
The repetitive communication pattern of parallel applications presents an unbalanced use of the network links. Most
of the optimized algorithms for MPI operations implemented
for a cloud environment consider groups of virtual machines,
the distance between them and the process mapping into
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megabyte (MB) size, and 20 instances t2.medium of Amazon
EC2. The latency results between nodes are shown in the
heat map (Fig. 1). It represents the current status of links
between virtual machines and it was obtained with the ping
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without another application running in the system.
Alternative paths can be selected using the results shown
in the heat map. This analysis shows that alternative paths
can be used to avoid congestion situations when parallel
applications are running in a cloud environment.
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Fig. 1: Heat map of network status

Fig. 2: NAS-CG Communication Pattern
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nodes to solve the problem [6]. However, none of them
perform MPI message management to obtain a balanced
distribution of the trafﬁc or a better application process
synchronization.

2.3 Justiﬁcation
The analysis of the underlying network characterization
and the repetitive MPI parallel application communication
pattern allow us to create a mechanism that manages MPI
communications of parallel applications in cloud, providing a dynamic distribution of the messages and a better
synchronization between processes following the application
communication pattern. The mechanism captures MPI communications and forwards them through alternative paths if
required, taking into account the network topology characterization performed and it tries to balance the application
communications. The mechanism proposed achieves better
performance of MPI parallel applications in cloud without
adding signiﬁcant overhead.

3. Dynamic Application-Aware Mechanism for MPI Communications in Cloud
In cloud environments, MPI applications experience loss
of performance caused by the increase in communications
latency time in virtual networks. The Dynamic ApplicationAware mechanism for MPI communications in cloud (DAMCM) improves communications latency time by managing
messages sent by the application’s processes. The mechanism uses alternative paths to avoid congestions.
DA-MCM has modules in charge of the System Characterization, which is performed prior the application execution.
The modules obtain the application communication pattern,
and with it, characterize the underling network topology. The
characterization obtains an approximation of the underlying
network, measuring the distance between nodes, based on
the study of communication latencies between processes, in
order to recognize possible alternative paths for messages
sent by the application processes. During the application
Runtime, alternative path are constantly updated and when
congestion situations are detected, alternative paths are selected to avoid congested links, achieving better distribution
of MPI communications in cloud.
During the application Runtime, the DA-MCM mechanism introduces a user mitigation process that helps users
detect issues regarding the application mapping and parallel
implementation, leveraging the methodology of MPI Communication Management (MCM) [9]. In Fig. 3, it is possible
to observe the summary of processes performed by DAMCM, both prior to and during the application execution.

Fig. 3: Dynamic Application-Aware Mechanism

pattern recognition, the Network Topology Characterization
and the Alternative Paths Table Creation. DA-MCM uses
two matrixes to create the alternative path table; the Latency
Distance and the Sensibility Matrixes. The matrices are
obtained based on the message sizes of the application’s
communication pattern with more repetitiveness during its
execution, improving the viability of the alternative paths.
The Fig. 4 shows the system characterization process.
The application communication pattern is obtained building a histogram with the sizes of messages sent between
application’s processes. The representative phases of the
parallel applications are used to build the histogram, by
executing the applications with the performance prediction
tool PAS2P [7], in order to avoid a complete application
execution. With application communication pattern recognition, only relevant phases are analyzed. A large number of
messages over time, or frequent communication operations,
may also indicate that the application execution will be
affected by network contention in cloud environments.
Once the application communication pattern has been
obtained, DA-MCM uses the message size from communications phases with more repetitiveness in order to characterize
the underlying network topology. This characterization is
performed taking into account that network performance of
MPI application processes are related to the network performance of their corresponding virtual machines location. A
MPI Ping Pong application is executed using the message
sizes obtained from the application communication pattern,
without disturbance from another application.
The main idea is to build a Latency Distance Matrix using
ping pong communications, with message sizes obtained
from the application communication pattern. The ping pong

3.1 System Characterization
System characterization includes processes that are executed prior application execution, such as proﬁling operations. They are in charge of the Application communication

Fig. 4: DA-MCM: System Characterization
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is performed between processes placed in different virtual
machines of the virtual cluster. Each intersection of rows
and columns represents a path between one pair of source
and destination nodes, obtaining a basic detail of distances
between virtual machines in terms of latency time. A process
is located on each virtual machine, so for N virtual machine,
N iterations of ping pong latency evaluation are needed in
order to obtain all pair-to-pair latencies.
The Sensibility matrix is also created with the MPI Ping
Pong application execution results. This matrix stores as a
weight, in the intersection of rows and columns, the number
of times in which a path between each virtual node is
affected by communication congestions between any other
pair of nodes, representing its robustness.
Routes for the Alternative Paths Table are selected, considering the lowest latency value obtained from a source to
a destination, through an intermediate node. The robustness
of the routes are also evaluated during the alternative path
selection process. For example, the path with the lowest
latency distance is obtained from the Latency Distances
Matrix, then its robustness is veriﬁed using the Sensibility
Matrix. If the path is efﬁcient, it is stored into the alternative
paths table. The alternative path table is then updated during
the application execution to avoid its information becoming
obsolete due to the cloud usage variability.

3.2 Runtime Dynamic Communication Management
DA-MCM includes modules that are executed during the
application Runtime, in order to monitor the virtual network
status and detect congestion situations. A DA−M CM daemon is launched together with the application’s processes.
There is a daemon for each virtual machine in the execution
environment, and it is in charge of the application’s processes
communication executed in the virtual node. DA-MCM
also provides Notiﬁcation and User Mitigation capabilities,
which help the users detect application mapping and parallel
implementation issues.
The Monitoring process checks all messages sent by the
application processes, but only acts when source and destination processes are located in different virtual machines,
without disturbing application. It measures message latency
time and maintains the virtual network link status between
each virtual machine updated.
When a message arrives at its destination, a Notiﬁcation
process is activated, if congestions occurs in the message
path. It sends an Acknowledge (ACK) notiﬁcation to the
source, with the path latency measured during the monitoring
process. Hence, the ACK notiﬁcation contains the current
state of each path used in terms of latency. With this information, the alternative path table is updated, thus constantly
maintaining the actual status of each virtual link. Using this
strategy, the technique tries to avoid the loss of information
relative to the paths due to cloud variability.

Fig. 5: Application Runtime

Initially, messages are sent through regular paths, but
if congestion scenarios are detected, alternative paths are
selected. This procedure is called Path Conﬁguration. It
involves the conﬁguration of new alternative paths according
to latency values and it is performed at source nodes.
When several alternative paths are found for a pair of
source and destination virtual nodes, a selection of the best
alternative path has to be carried out using the alternative
path table. Therefore, new messages are sent through the
selected alternative path avoiding congestion. This selection
procedure distributes messages among the conﬁgured paths
in previous tasks. Figure 5 shows the whole process.
3.2.1 ACK Notiﬁcation Process
The dynamic communication management mechanism
sends an ACK notiﬁcation only when it is really necessary.
A strategy is introduced to determine the effective situation
when an ACK has to be sent or not, in order to avoid
causing an imbalance to the application execution. The
strategy consist of considering two different cases, the time
when a intercepted message sent arrives to its destination
daemon, and the time when the application destination
process actually requests the message.
If the intercepted message arrives before the application
destination process requests the message, the message arrives
in time. In this case, the ACK notiﬁcation process is not
needed, due to the fact that the path is actually without
congestion or the application destination process does not
have to wait for the message. In the Fig. 6, it is possible
to observe this case where tr ≈ trq , in which tr is the
message reception time in the destination daemon and trq
is the application destination process request time. Another
scenario in which the ACK notiﬁcation is avoided happens
when tr < trq , in this case the message arrives before the
application process destination requests it.
Assuming the previous scenario, an ACK notiﬁcation is
only needed when tr > trq , hence an ACK is sent to
the source daemon, with the latency path information to
maintain the path status. In this case, the message arrives
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Fig. 6: Avoiding ACK notiﬁcation

Fig. 8: DA-MCM Mitigation processes

after the application process destination requests it, denoting
a scenario that causes the application process destination
having to wait for the message, involving a possible congestion scenario that has to be analyzed in case another message
uses the same path. This scenario is shown in Fig. 7.

sage processing time. In both cases, no problem of process
desynchronization in the application execution exists, and it
is possible that a congestion is detected for the DA-MCM
technique.
The User mitigation process is only activated when tr >
trq . Figure 8 shows an example of DA−M CM performing
the mitigation. If the transmission time is greater than
the processing time of the message (tt > tp ), a possible
desynchronization between application processes exists, and
it may be caused by issues in the application implementation
or mapping mapping conﬁguration. In this case, DA-MCM
writes a log to inform the application user.

3.2.2 User Mitigation Process
DA-MCM includes an user mitigation process that helps
users detect issues in the application implementation; and in
the mapping applied to the application processes in cloud.
When application processes take more time for communications between them compared to the computation they
perform, there is a high probability of ﬁnding a better parallel
design to implement the application or improve the application processes mapping conﬁguration. Using DA-MCM, it
is possible to obtain values for message transmission and
processing time of every process in the application, which
can be used to notify users about possible issues.
The technique can calculate each message transmission
time tt , using ts and ta . It includes the sending and waiting
time for the ACK notiﬁcation from the destination daemon
DA − M CM . The period of time that it takes for the
destination daemon DA − M CM to deliver the message
to the application destination process is also measured using tr andtrq , and it denotes the processing time tp . Both
measures are shown in the Fig. 7.
It is possible to observe that when tt ≈ tp , the application
behavior is correct. The same happens when tt < tp , the
message transmission process takes less time than the mes-

4. DA-MCM Evaluation
To analyze the functionality of the proposed approach, a
series of experiments evaluating latency of MPI communications and the total execution time of applications running
on cloud are conducted. Table 1 describes main system
components and conﬁgurations used. The experiments where
performed in a public and private cloud.
Experiments are performed with different sets of software,
from the lowest layer to the top. In Amazon EC2 public cloud, instances are launched using StarCluster 0.95.6
[10]. This is an open source cluster-computing toolkit for
Amazon EC2. On the other hand, for the private cloud, the
instances are built with OpenStack Newton. For this cloud
the corresponding version of the OpenStack projects used to
build the cloud environment are Nova 14.0.6, Neutron 6.0.0,
Glance 2.5.0 and Heat 1.5.1. The instances use Debian 8 as
its operating system.
Table 1: Experimental Setup
Component
Instance
Memory
Storage(GB)
Network

Fig. 7: ACK notiﬁcation

Physical
Processor
vCPU
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Amazon EC2
t2.medium
4 GiB
EBS
Low
to
Moderate
Intel Xeon
2.5GHz
4 vCPU

c3.2xlarge
15 GiB
EBS
Low
to
Moderate
Intel Xeon
2.5GHz
8 vCPU

OpenStack
m1.medium
4 GiB
40GB
10Gbps
Intel Xeon
2.5GHz
2vCPU
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4.1 Applications
a) NAS parallel Benchmark Conjugate Gradient (CG):
It is conﬁgured with classes B, C and D. The NAS-CG
is selected due to its repetitive pattern of communications
between processes. NAS-CG Class B is used with 75000
rows, 1000 iterations, 60 Eigenvalue shifts and 13 non-zeros.
Then NAS-CG Class C is conﬁgured with 150000 rows,
1000 iterations, 110 Eigenvalue shifts and 15 non-zeros.
Hence, the native NAS-CG Class D (Fortran) implementation of the kernel have been compiled with 1500000 rows,
100 iterations, 500 Eigenvalue shifts and 21 non-zeros using
the GNU compiler.
b) NBody Simulation: It represents a dynamical system
of particles, usually under the inﬂuence of physical forces.
It is implemented as a circular pipeline with a communication pattern. The application was conﬁgured with 100000
particles and 50 iterations.

4.2 Results
NAS-CG and NBody are executed in 16 nodes in each
kind of cloud. The t2.medium and c3.2xlarge instances are
used in Amazon EC2; and in the private cloud mounted
with OpenStack, m1.medium instances are employed. The
experiments expose the beneﬁts of the DA-MCM method for
the application execution time, by improving the processes
messages latency time when congestions are detected. The
results also show the overhead added and they evaluate the
scalability of DA-MCM, by testing it with different problem
sizes of NAS-CG.
Evaluations are carried out to test the functionality of
DA-MCM and to measure the added overhead, in scenarios
without congestion (NC), without congestion and applying
DA-MCM (NC-DA-MCM), with congestion (IC) and with
congestion applying DA-MCM (IC-DA-MCM). The congestion is created with the bursty trafﬁc generated by the
application itself and by delays in links that connect the
virtual nodes. Finally, an improvement is presented with the

NAS_CG_D

DA-MCM mechanism compared to a well-know state of the
art technique, MCM (IC-MCM) [9].
For the NAS-CG Class D execution, a study of the
improvement in terms of execution time and communication
time is carried out using virtual nodes with c3.2xlarge as
instance type. In Fig. 9(a), it is possible to observe there is no
signiﬁcant added overhead in the application execution time,
comparing no congestion scenario (NC) with the scenario
applying DA-MCM without congestion (NC-DA-MCM). On
the other hand, when congestion occurs, a reduction of 16%
of the delay in the application execution time is observed,
comparing scenario with congestion (IC) and the scenario
with congestion and applying DA-MCM (IC-DA-MCM).
The results show the advantage of avoiding congestion
during the application execution taking into account the total
execution time.
The same behavior is shown for the NBody application
executed using m1.medium instances in the OpenStack private cloud. In Fig. 9(b), NBody simulation executed with
DA-MCM reveals approximately 2% of overhead compared
to execution without DA-MCM. Hence, in a scenario in
which congestion appears, a reduction of approximately
9% is obtained applying DA-MCM. The introduced DAMCM mechanism improves the previous MCM approach,
as observed in the presented results.
Figure 10 shows the communication time of the NASCG application processes. It is possible to observe how the
technique improves communications in the case of congestion scenario compared to the execution without applying
DA-MCM. The ﬁgure depicts that high latency hot-spots
(red) are turned into lower latency ones (blue), denoting the
reduction of communication time between processes, when
the proposed technique is applied.
Mechanism scalability is evaluated, testing it with different problem sizes of the NAS-CG benchmark with different
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Fig. 9: DA-MCM analysis
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mentation. Furthermore, DA-MCM characterizes the underlying network topology and looks for alternative paths under
congestion situations, keeping the status of the paths between
virtual machines constantly updated. Future work will look
at improving the mechanism using different technologies in
private clouds, such as containers and with this, reducing the
costs without losing application performance.
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Fig. 11: DA-MCM scalability

instance types. For Class B execution, using t2.medium instances without congestion gives an execution time of 252.74
seconds. Meanwhile, the same application executed with
congestion has an execution time of 782.33 seconds. When
the DA-MCM is applied to avoid a congestion situation,
an execution time of 655.15 seconds is obtained (Fig. 11).
Class C execution obtains results with similar behavior. The
DA-MCM method reduces the NAS-CG Class B execution
time by 16.2%, compared to execution with congestion. For
Class C execution, the mechanism reduces the execution
time by 12.7%. A similar pattern of the mechanism is
observed in the execution of the same application with a
larger problem size (Class D) and using instances with more
resources(c3.2xlarge), denoting the beneﬁts of DA-MCM in
multiple scenarios.
DA-MCM improves the application execution time when
congestion occurs in the virtual links of a cloud environment, providing users with better usage of virtual network
resources. Lower message latency time allows us to obtain
improved application execution time. The key concept is
to avoid the congested links, enhancing the usage of noncongested links.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
The challenge exposed in this paper is how to improve
HPC application communications for cloud environments.
This is necessary due to the loss of performance that
applications experience in virtualized environments. A better
management of MPI communications in virtual networks
must be implemented to improve performance of MPI applications in cloud.
The presented mechanism improves the performance of
MPI applications in cloud and provides the user’s application
with a mitigation process which enables the detection of
issues related to the application processes mapping; as well
as parallelization implementation. DA-MCM provides the
management of MPI communications in virtual network environments, without modifying the user’s application imple-
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